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High Current Power MOSFET
with Current Mirror and
Temperature Sense Diodes
Using current mirror for current sensing in high current MOSFET applications
significantly reduces power loss in current sensing circuit and lowers design cost by
replacing expensive high power current sensors with inexpensive standard resistors.
Two temperature-sensing diodes monolithically integrated in the MOSFET’s die
monitor the junction temperature of the MOSFET, rather than that of the package or heat
sink temperature. This significantly increases the precision of temperature measurement
and reduces the protection gap for operating ambient temperature with minimal risk of
damaging the device.
By Anatoliy Tsyrganovich, Leonid Neyman, and Abdus Sattar, IXYS Corporation
IXYS MMIXT132N50P3 contains the current mirror to monitor the
drain current in a major device and two diodes with common cathode
utilizing the same die as the major device for temperature monitoring.
The MMIXT132N50P3 symbol is shown in Figure 1 [1].

As shown in Figure 2, MMIXT132N50P3 contains an N+1 identical
structure with which N structures create the major MOSFET and the
(N+1)th structure creates the current mirror. For this particular design,
N = 200, and if no current sense resistor in the current mirror’s source
is used (RCS = 0), the current mirror’s current is exactly 1/200 of the
major device source current. There is no dependency on the MOSFET’s drain/source voltage VDS, and, as a result it is temperatureindependent, providing measurements with maximum precision. However, if some sensor with finite resistance is used to convert current
into voltage, the result of the measurement becomes VDS-dependent
because of the resistive divider created by the MOSFET’s channel
resistance RCH and current sense resistor RCS. This is especially
important at low IDS when drain/source voltage is low as well.

Figure 1: MMIX1T132N50P3 Device Symbol
The current mirror is created as a part of the major MOSFET structure
with common drain (D) and gate (G) terminals and separated source
terminals (S and CS). To minimize errors related to the voltage drop
on bounding wires from the source current of the major device, two
separate terminals, one for a current mirror current return (SR) and
the other for gate charge/discharge current (GR), are provided in
the device. Temperature sensing diodes have separate terminals for
anodes (A1, A2) and common cathode terminal (CC).
Current Mirror Description
The schematic diagram for the MMIXT132N50P3 current mirror is
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Current Mirror
Schematic Diagram
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Figure 3: VDS vs. IDS
Legend: Solid line - MOSFET is in ON state and channel is connected
in parallel to the body diode Dashed line – MOSFET is in off state and
body diode is conducting only
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Figure 3 shows the MMIXT132N50P3 drain/source voltage drop
(VDS) as a function of the drain/source current (IDS) at currents below
10 A, with currents flowing in both directions when drain is positive
with respect to source (normal operations) and drain is negative with
respect to source (inverse connection) with the MOSFET in ON and
OFF states. If the MOSFET is in ON state, VDS is described as
VDS = RDS(on) * IDS irrespective of IDS polarity. If MOSFET is in OFF
state and the body diode only sources current, VDS is determined by
the voltage drop across the body diode. Figure 4 shows a voltage
drop across the current sense resistor (VCS) and Figure 5 represents
the current through the current sense resistor at the same conditions
as in Figure 3.

If full VDS voltage is applied to the current mirror, its current has
maximum value, which is equal to IDS/200. Decreasing this voltage to
54% of the VDS due to high RCS decreases ICS to 40% of its expected
value.

Figure 6: Utilizing Current Mirror’s Current ICS vs. Current Mirror’s
Head Room (VDS – VCS) at IDS = +10 A
Therefore, a compromise between precision of measurement and
signal level is required. High precision of the current measurement
requires low value current sense resistors and signal amplifying, while
low precision measurement may utilize high value current sense
resistors at the expense of temperature dependency.

Figure 4: VCS vs. IDS

Figure 7: Utilizing Current Mirror’s Current ICS vs. Current Mirror’s
Head Room (VDS – VCS) at IDS = -10 A

Figure 5: ICS vs. IDS
Figures 4 and 5 clearly demonstrate that increasing current sense resistance RCS increases VCS but decreases ICS. With RCS = 0.5 ohm,
ICS is close to the expected current mirror current, but VCS is low. For
example, at IDS = 10 A, expected ICS = 10/200 = 0.05 A, while actual
ICS = 46 mA, while with RCS = 200 ohm, VCS is close to VDS (320 mV
vs. 440 mV), but IDS is only 1.57 mA, i.e. only 3.1% of the expected
current. Figure 6 shows that it is a linear function between the current
mirror’s “head room”, i.e. difference in voltage between VDS and a
voltage drop across the current sense resistor (VCS) and maximum
IDS current that can be provided by the current mirror.
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Figure 8: ICM vs. Negative IDS with MOSFET in ON and OFF States
Current Mirror Behavior with Body Diode Active
Figure 3 shows that when the MOSFET is in ON state and negative
voltage is applied to the drain with respect to source, the channel
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intercepts the entire current as long as the voltage drop across the
channel is less than the body diode forward voltage and current is not
flowing through the diode. In this case, the current mirror’s behavior is
the same as with positive current (see Figures 4 and 5).
However, if the MOSFET is in OFF state and negative voltage is applied to the drain with respect to source, the current mirror’s behavior
varies significantly from the expected behavior.
At first, the proportion between currents through the current mirror’s
body diode and major body diode is not equal to 1/200 as expected;
instead, it is ~0.52/200, i.e. two times less. This can be due to the current mirror’s body diode utilizing significantly less silicon volume than
that of the major body diode, resulting in higher resistance.

interception point, two structures (body diode and conducting channel) working in parallel results in higher VDS voltage drop than if body
diode is conducting only. At this region, body diode and MOSFET’s
channel cannot be interpreted as two independent structures like
diode and resistor connected in parallel. It means that to get higher
efficiency, MOSFET should be turned off after absolute value of the
negative current goes above interception point.
Also, current mirror behavior in this region becomes very complex.
Figure 10 shows the current mirror’s current ICM as function of the
drain/source current IDS with RCS = 0.5 Ω, and figure 11 shows utilization of the current mirror’s current normalized to expected value of
1/200 of IDS.

Further, as shown in Figure 7, ICM dependency from the current
mirror’s head room is not linear any longer, and without regard to relatively high head room voltage, current falls dramatically. Therefore, in
this case, the current mirror’s output primarily copies VDS, determined
by a major body diode’s voltage drop. Even the highest head room
voltage on the current mirror does not guarantee linearity between
IDS and ICS currents, as shown in Figure 8.
Because of such behavior, the current mirror is not recommended
for precise current measurements at negative IDS currents, if the
body diode is conducting. However, the signal from the current mirror can be used to trigger the gate driver to activate the MOSFET
and connect the channel in parallel to the body diode. It significantly
decreases the voltage drop on the MOSFET and improves efficiency
at currents creating lower voltage drop on the channel than the body
diode conducting voltage.
Current Mirror Behavior at High Negative Currents
Figure 9 shows the MMIXT132N50P3 drain/source voltage drop
(VDS) as a function of the drain/source current (IDS) at currents up
to -40 A, with currents flowing when drain is negative with respect to
source (inverse connection) with the MOSFET in ON and OFF states.

Figure 10: ICM vs. Negative IDS with MOSFET in ON and OFF States
ICM current lost linearity immediately after interception point at
IDS = -17 A. Utilization of the ICM raises up to 1 immediately after that
point and falls fast after that to the level determined mostly by a body
diode. Using current mirror’s current at |IDS| > 17 A for regulation or
current monitoring purposes becomes problematic due negative current mirror’s resistance, which may results in oscillations.

Figure 11: Utilizing Current Mirror’s Current ICS vs. Negative IDS

Figure 9: VDS vs. IDS at high negative currents
Legend: Red line - MOSFET is in ON state and channel is connected
in parallel to the body diode
Blue line – MOSFET is in off state and body diode is conducting only
If the MOSFET is in ON state, RDS(on) becomes function of IDS at high
negative currents. When absolute value of the drain/source voltage
drop |VDS| raises above 0.6 V, body diode starts conducting, which
results in increased RDS(on) value. As a result, interception of two
curves appears earlier than we may expect based on steady RDS(on)
value at low currents, i.e. at -17 A instead of -20 A. Moreover, after
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Current Mirror Application Schematic
Figure 12 depicts a typical application circuit for positive current
measurement. It contains operational amplifier U1 with gain = 10 that
allows converting of a 40 A drain/source current into a 2 V ADC input
signal.
It is recommended that the A to D conversion be started with a ~600
ns delay time after the Q1 gate is activated to avoid errors related
to gate charge current flowing through current sense resistor R1.
Additionally, close attention should be paid to the PCB layout to avoid
high source current flowing through signal ground traces. Signal and
power ground traces should be kept connected at one point only at
the source current output.
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Figure 13 represents an application with a
circuit that monitors cycle-by-cycle overcurrent conditions and turns the MOSFET
off immediately upon occurrence of such
conditions. It includes comparator U1 with
a 64 mV threshold and 36 mV hysteresis,
which has logic high output if voltage drop at
current sense resistor does not exceed 100
mV. This circuit also includes trigger U3, gate
driver U5, input buffer with Schmitt trigger
U9, blanking time generator U6, U7, U8, and
auxiliary logic U2, U4.
The device starts with a signal applied to
the IN input, which sets the gate driver’s U5
output high turning MOSFET Q1 on. Both
channels of the driver U5 are used in parallel
to increase the driver’s current capability.
Schmitt trigger U9 is used to improve input
signal noise immunity.

Figure 12: Positive Current Mirror Current Measurement Circuit

If the drain/source current exceeds the comparator’s threshold, which corresponds to Ids
= 14.8 A, the comparator trips into logic low
state that resets trigger U3 and aborts the input pulse which kept the MOSFET’s Q1 gate
high. When current falls below the comparator’s threshold and the comparator’s output
becomes logic high again, trigger U3 output
remains low until the next pulse is applied to
the IN terminal.
Logic elements U6, U7, and U8 with the
R8C3 network create a blanking time generator that keeps the comparator’s output
logic high for ~600 ns to finalize the transition
process related to gate charge.
The drain/source current value at which
current is interrupted can be adjusted by the
current sense resistor value or comparator’s
threshold value, or both.

Figure 13: Positive Current Cycle-by-Cycle Overcurrent Monitoring System

Figure 14 represents an application with a
circuit that monitors negative current flowing
through the MOSFET’s body diode. It turns
the MOSFET ON if the current exceeds the
preset threshold, and switches it OFF, when
it falls below this value. It includes comparator U1 with a 47 mV threshold and 34 mV
hysteresis, which has logic low output if the
absolute value of the voltage drop at current
sense resistor does not exceed ~80 mV. This
circuit also includes trigger U5, gate driver
U10, input buffer with Schmitt trigger U11,
blanking time generator U7, U8, U9, and
auxiliary logic U2, U3, U4, and U6.
If a signal is applied to the IN terminal, the
device operates as a standard gate driver
regardless of the direction of the drain/source
current setting gate driver’s U10 output high
and MOSFET Q1 ON state. Both channels
of U10 are used in parallel to increase the
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Figure 14: Negative Current (Body Diode Current) Monitoring System
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driver’s current capability. Schmitt trigger
U11 is used to improve input signal noise
immunity.

currents. One possible solution is to separate
current sense resistors with low forward voltage diode, as shown in Figure 15.
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This equation contains the reverse saturation current IS and ideality
factor η, which are part-dependent and should be determined before
measurement.

converters and used to calculate the die temperature of the MMIXT132N50P3. IXYS recommends the use of the microcontroller unit’s
port as a 3.3 V voltage source to activate the circuit during temperature measurement only. Doing so helps prevent self-heating of the
diodes, which can be a source of errors in temperature measurement.
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Figure 17: Typical Application Schematic for Temperature Measurement with Two Diodes
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